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This paper gives an elementary method to determine the number of cyclic 
summands with order divisible by eight in the ideal class group of a quadratic 
number field. 
Let D be the discriminant of a quadratic number field K; let p1 ,..., pt be 
the primes dividing D, and PI ,..., P, the prime ideals lying over them. 
It is a familiar fact that, when we write the (strict) ideal class group of K 
as a direct sum of cyclic groups with prime-power order, there are (t - 1) 
2-power summands. For this there are two proofs, each essentially going 
back to Gauss. One of them shows that the products of distinct Pi represent 
the classes of order 2, each class occurring exactly twice. The other proof 
shows that the Hilbert symbols JH (N(J), QBi and their products give 
all homomorphisms from the group to {&l}, each homomorphism 
occurring exactly twice. Combining these, we can determine the number of 
summands with order divisible by 4; for clearly, if there are s of them, then 
2” classes of order 2 are squares, and thus there are 2S+1 positive square- 
free integers n = iV(J) dividing D and satisfying (n, D),i = 1 for all 
i = I,..., t. 
It is enlightening to state this test another way. Let V be the set of 
products of the Pi, made into a group by putting (P# = 1; and let W 
be the functions n H n[&z, D)z)i for F C {I,..., t}. If we view V and W 
as vector spaces of dimension t over the field with two elements, we have 
a bilinear pairing between them with matrix (pi , D)@, . The previous 
argument shows that the kernel of the pairing in V has dimension s + 1. 
By linear algebra (row-rank = column-rank), this is also the dimension 
of the kernel in W. But if Di is thep,-primary discriminant factor of D, it is 
easy to check that nF (-, D),, is in the kernel iff nF Di is a “discriminant 
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factor of the second kind” d la Redei-Reichardt [6]. Our determination of s 
is thus equivalent to the Redei-Reichardt criterion. 
All this, though perhaps unfamiliar, is not really new (the basic idea 
can be extracted from [5]). What the present note adds is an equally 
elementary process for determining the number of summands with order 
divisible by 8. It generalizes an idea of Hasse, who has worked out a 
number of special cases in a recent series of papers [ 1,2, 3,4]. If there are r 
summands divisible by 8, then as before 2’ classes of order 2 are fourth 
powers; so we must test which of the squares are fourth powers. 
Suppose then n = N(J) is one of our square-free divisors of D satisfying 
(n, D),; = 1 for all i. This is precisely the Legendre criterion for solvability 
of 
x2 - 4ny2 - Dz2 = 0, 
and we can choose a solution (x, y, z) in positive integers with no common 
factor. 
LEMMA. Let 01 = (x + z 6)/2. Then cx is an algebraic integer, and J 
is the greatest common divisor of 01 and its conjugate 0~‘. 
Proof. Clearly if 4 1 D then 2 1 x, and x = z (mod 2) if D = 1 (mod 4), 
so 01 is integral. If Pi / J then pi 1 n, so pi / ny2 = N(a); hence P, ( 01 and 
Pi I 01’. 
If P / 01 and P I CX’, then P / cy. + 0~’ = x and P I WX’ = ny2. If P 7 D, 
then P f n, so P j y; as P I x and P Y D, we get P ( z, which is impossible. 
Thus P = PS for some i. Let Pe be the largest power of P dividing 01 and 01’. 
Then Pze I ny2, so if e > 1 or e = 1 with pi r n we have P I y. When pi is 
odd this gives pi2 I x2 and pi2 I y2, which with pi2 7 D implies the impossible 
pi / z2. When pi = 2 ‘we compute mod 16, getting 4ny2 = 0 and x2 = 0 
or 4; together with Dz2 E 0 or 8, this gives a contradiction. 
We know now that the ideal c&l, which has norm y2, is relatively 
prime to its conjugate; hence it is the square of an ideal I of norm y. 
Obviously I represents one class whose square is the class of J, and all 
other such classes differ from it only by a class of order 2. We can then 
check whether any such class is a square, and that will complete the test. 
THEOREM. Let K be a quadratic$eld of discriminam D, with pl ,..., pt the 
primes dividing D. In the strict ideal class group of K, let s [resp. r] be the 
number of cyclic,summands with order divisible by 4 [resp. 81. Let n and ri 
range over the square-free positive integers dividing D. Then 
(A) there are 28+1 values of n satisfying (n, D),, = 1 for all i. 
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For each value of n in (A), choose a solution of x2 - 4ny2 - 0.9 = 0 in 
positive integers with no common factor. Then 
(B) there are 2r+1 values for which there is an n’ with ( y, D),( = 
(n’, D),i for all i. 
Note that part (B) is simpler ifs = t - 1, since then (n’, D),i is always 1. 
This simplification occurs in the cases treated by Hasse. 
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